Selection of an antiarrhythmic drug for a sudden-death-prevention trial.
Several therapeutic approaches have sought to prevent the occurrence of sudden cardiac death. Many sudden deaths are presumed to be due to an arrhythmia, but the drugs best known for antiarrhythmic activity, the local anesthetic agents, have not been suitable prophylactic agents because of their toxicities and other undesirable pharmacologic characteristics. Several new drugs in this class have been synthesized and are currently being tested for antiarrhythmic activity in clinical trials. One of them may prove to be worthy of a large-scale clinical trial to determine whether chronic arrhythmia suppression reduces the risk of sudden death. The characteristics of the "ideal" antiarrhythmic agent are discussed, and a brief summary of the drugs currently being tested in the United States is presented. The discussion of each drug emphasizes the characteristics that might make it suitable--or unsuitable--for use in a sudden-death trial. Many agents being tested are clearly not satisfactory for such a trial. However, they may be prototypes for an ideal drug or combination of drugs that might yet be developed.